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Execute Summary	 
  Measured heavy flavor decay electron (HFE)cross section 

@ mid-rapidity in pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV from 2010 
LHC running 

  Two complementary eID 
  Both are based on dE/dx in TPC 
   TPC-TOF / TPC-TOF-TRD  
  TPC-EMCal  

  Non-HFE electrons (mainly from pi0 Dalitz and 
conversions) ; cocktail subtraction 
  HFE = inclusive ‒ Non-HFE 

   Within experimental and theoretical uncertainties 
FONLL is consistent with the cross section.	
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Paper title & Abstract	 
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Paper structure	 
  1. Introduction 
  2.  ALICE 
  3. Analysis 

  3.1 Analysis strategy 
  3.2 Data set and event selection 
  3.3 Track reconstruction and selection 
  3.4 Electron identification 
  3.5 Hadron contamination 
  3.6 Corrections and normalization 
  3.7 Systematic uncertainties 
  3.8 Inclusive invariant differential electron cross section 
  3.9 Electron background cocktail 

  4. Results and discussion 
  4.1 heavy-flavor electron cross section 
  4.2 Comparison with FONLL pQCD 

  5. Summary and conclusions	
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Motivation of paper	 
  Heavy flavor production in pp collisions proceeds mainly 

through hard parton collisions 
  NLO pQCD describe the production cross section 

  A crucial baseline for heavy flavor production in heavy ion 
collisions 
  To understand energy loss in the dense matter  
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Data analysis	 
  Data ; LHC10d pass2 

  2.6 nb-1 (TOF-TPC-TRD), 2.1 nb-1 (TPC-EMCal) 
  Electron identification cuts 

  Track cuts  

  A hit on first layer SPD (TPC-TOF/TPC-TOF-TRD) 
  A hit in any of two SPD (TPC-EMCal) ; due to inactive area, more background 
  |y|<0.5 (TPC-TOF/TPC-TOF-TRD), |y|<0.6 (TPC-EMCal) 

  PID cuts  
  dE/dx ; σdE/dx > 0 (TPC-TOF-TRD), -1.5<σdE/dx<3 (TPC-EMCal) 
  TOF ; σTOF <= 3 
  TRD likelihood cut ; 80%  
  E/p --- ±3 σ 
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Fig1. dE/dx distribution 	 

  TPC dE/dx --- fundamental role in particle identification 
                        in the analysis 
  A high purity of electron sample can be selected with the help of 
  TOF, TRD and EMCal 	
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Fig2. electron identification with TRD & TOF	 
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TOF ‒ expected TOF	 TRD electron likelihood	

TPC nσ dE/dx distribution 
After applying TOF+TPC	

TRD electron likelihood with  
TOF cut & # of tracklets = 6	



Fig.3 & Fig.4	 
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  Energy and momentum matching (E/p) after TPC dE/dx cut for TPC-EMC 
  contamination -1.5<nσ<3 & |E/p|<3σ--- 7%±4%  

  TPC nSigma dE/dx distribution combining TOF information 
  contamination nσ>0 --- below 2 % pT < 8 GeV/c	



Fig.5 Total efficiencies of the all the 
measurement	 
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  The maximum geometrical acceptance is 38% for the TPC-TRD-TOF  
analysis and 11% for the TPC-EMCal analysis @ 2010 
  TPC dE/dx cut ; based on nSigma 



Summary of the systematic uncertainties	 
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Fig. 7 Inclusive electron spectrum 	 

  TPC-EMCal result is larger than TPC-TOF/TPC-TOF-TRD because  
  the relevant material budget is not same  
  TPC-EMCAL ; more contribution from conversion electrons	
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Fig.9 ; Comparison of inclusive electron & 
background electrons 	 

  Background electron mainly from pi0 Dalitz and gamma conversions    
   are calculate by cocktail  
  heavy flavor electron was calculated by subtracting the cocktail from 
   the inclusive electron spectrum	 13	



Fig.10 Signal/background ratio	 
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  TPC-TOF / TPC-TOF-TRD is better signal to background ratio than that of TPC-EMC 
  Expected different material budget due to SPD layer cut	



Fig.11; Cross section of HFE 	 

  TPC-TOF/TPC-TRD-TOF and TPC-EMCal analyses agree  
   reasonably with each other within the experimental uncertainties. 
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Fig.12 ; Combined HFE cross section with 
all the detectors	 

  Within experimental and theoretical uncertainties FONLL is     
  consistent with the differential cross section.	 16	



Summary & Conclusions	 

  Measured HFE differential production cross section 0.5 < pT < 8 GeV/c 
  Consistent with a FONLL prediction 
  Outlook ;  differential spectrum of electrons from beauty decays	
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Fig.6 TOF & TRD efficiencies 	 



Fig. 8 ; Input of pi0 & η cross section for 
the cocktail calculation	 


